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	[image: ]The Essential Guide to Semiconductors, 9780130464040 (013046404X), Prentice Hall, 2002
The Essential Guide to  Semiconductors is a complete professional's guide to the business  andtechnology of semiconductor design and manufacturing. Leading semiconductor  industry analystand editor Jim Turley illuminates every facet of the industry,  explaining its fast-changingtechnologies, markets, and business models simply,  clearly, and without unnecessary jargon. 

	
    Covers a wide range of semiconductor applications: cellphones,  cars, computers, gaming systems, and much more 

    
	
    Conceptual enough for laypeople and nontechnical investors—and  sufficiently detailed for technical readers 

    
	
    Includes a wide range of diagrams and flowcharts to promote  understanding 

    
	
    Presents accessible explanations of how silicon chips are  designed and built 

    
	
    Shows how the entire industry fits together, helping readers  understand key niches, market segments, and opportunities
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Applied Systems TheorySpringer, 2014

	Offering an up-to-date account of systems theories and its applications, this book provides a different way of resolving problems and addressing challenges in a swift and practical way, without losing overview and not having a grip on the details. From this perspective, it offers a different way of thinking in order to incorporate different...
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Scientific and Technological ThinkingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
At the turn of the 21st century, the most valuable commodity in society is knowledge--particularly new knowledge that may give a culture, company, or laboratory an adaptive advantage. Knowledge about the cognitive processes that lead to discovery and invention can enhance the probability of making valuable new discoveries and inventions. Such...
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3D Face Processing: Modeling, Analysis and Synthesis (The International Series in Video Computing)Springer, 2004
3D Face Processing: Modeling, Analysis and Synthesis introduces the frontiers of 3D face processing techniques. It reviews existing 3D face processing techniques, including techniques for 3D face geometry modeling; 3D face motion modeling; and 3D face motion tracking and animation. Then it discusses a unified framework for face...
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ROI Selling: Increasing Revenue, Profit, and Customer Loyalty through the 360 Sales CycleKaplan Business, 2004

	Current economic conditions are forcing everyone from large corporations to smaller privately held companies to maximize their revenue streams from new and existing customers. To be successful, firms today must outsell their competition and exceed customer expectations-thus creating long-term satisfaction and loyalty.


	While basic...
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ITIL Foundation Exam Study GuideSybex, 2012

	Everything you need to prepare for the ITIL exam ? Accredited to 2011 syllabus


	The ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) exam is the ultimate certification for IT service management. This essential resource is a complete guide to preparing for the ITIL Foundation exam and includes everything you need for...
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Mathematics for the CuriousOxford University Press, 1998

	When do the hands of a clock coincide? How likely is it that two children in the same class will share a birthday? How do we calculate the volume of a doughnut? Mathematics for the Curious provides anyone interested in mathematics with a simple and entertaining account of what it can do.


	Author Peter Higgins gives clear...
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